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ITSALIVE is a full-stack CGI studio


We specialise on high-fidelity  
digital clothes and avatars  
for brands


As well as production  
of advertising content  
and campaigns

Who 
We are



Collection 
manufacturing

The standard fashion production cycle is quite complicated:

As a result the total 
production cycle takes 
4-6 months

Long manufacturing

Fabric and materials expenses Each correction 
requires refacturing

Classic content production 
takes considerable time

Castings and logistic expenses

Working with models 
involves human risks

* Estimations are based on our work experience with couture brand EDEM

Marketing content 
phase

Samples 
review

PROBLEM



SOLUTION
Digital apparel production saves time and money:

Collection 
manufacturing The overall production 

takes 2-3 months 

No fabric and materials Digital samples can be 
reworked on the fly

Faster and more flexible 
production

CGI allows to express any 
creative ideas more easily

Virtual models are much 
easier to work with

Don’t have to wait physical 
samples to produce content

Marketing content 
phase

Samples 
review

Digital clothes take 
less time to create

* Estimations are based on our work experience with couture brand EDEM



Advantages

1,000 EUR per 
final sample

Total cycle takes 
3 months 

Only necessary 
materials

Total cycle takes 
6 months 

Extra fabric 
and materials

Long changes 
and reviews

Complicated work 
with models

Instant changes 
and reviews

Your own fully-controllable 
virtual models

3,000 EUR per 
final sample

standard DIgital

* Estimations are based on our work experience with couture brand EDEM



Digital

apparel

tech
Let us take you through the cycle 
of digital cloth production

EDEM Couture Mid Season dress



The process starts from the very same 
point as a standart manufacturing

We create 2D patterns and transfer 
them into 3D with 100% accuracy1

2

3

We create a 3D prototype including 
silhouette, proportions and details

We create virtual fabric with a high 
mesh density to achieve maximum 
realism 



Hight definition cloth Neat details
Accesories



Real vs 
digital

real digital



Digital 
avatar

Miu Miu Spring/Summer 2022





BalaclavaITSALIVE original balaclava



ITSALIVE x SLASH collab dress



ITSALIVE x SLASH down coat



The North Face x Gucci down coat



marketing and advertising campaigns


digital fashion collections


e-commerce directories


virtual fashion shows


metaverse content


NFT collection


and more

Areas of 
usage



Production stages

Total time per sample: 6 days

1 day

Adapting 
patterns

1

2 days

Sewing

2

1 day

Fabric 
texturing

3

1 day

Accessories 
creation

4

1 day

Virtual 
fitting

5



Service packages 

Starter

unitsservices services services

10development of digital clothes

30images for catalog (png no background)

5advertising campaign posters

default digital avatar

Basic

units

10development of digital clothes

30images for catalog (png no background)

10advertising campaign posters

103D models 360 degrees

3animated presentation for the products

default digital avatar

services

Pro

units

10development of digital clothes

30images for catalog (png no background)

10advertising campaign posters

103D models 360 degrees

10animated presentation for the products

1virtual fashion show

unique digital avatar

services



@whoareyoustranger

hello@itsalive.studio

itsalive.studio @itsalive @itsalive.studio @itsalive-studio

Contact us

https://www.behance.net/Itsalive

